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Painting with water is one of those activities that kids absolutely love and can spend hours 

doing over and over again. It helps build their creativity and confidence to experiment and 

develop early writing skills. And all you need is a bit of sunshine, brush and water!    
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I remember as a child painting with water on the ground outside the front of our house. It 

was something I could spend hours and hours doing because as the sun warmed the ground 

the water would dry up and I could simply start all over again. Writing my name and 

painting pictures of places I’d been were all part of the fun. So anytime Possum (aged 3.5

years) notices the beautiful Spring sunshine outside I can almost guarantee she’ll request a 

paintbrush and pot of water. 

This is one of those activities that you can simply hand over the materials and let your child

have fun with it. You’ll no doubt be surprised with what creative ways they can paint with

water. 

Possum had lots of fun experimenting with drawing stripes, circles and swirls. We talked a

little bit about the length  of each stripe and how they compare, as well as the size of the

various objects she drew etc. This prompted lots of great discussion and encouraged her to

use great descriptive words to describe what she could see. 
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Another wonderful thing about when your child paints with water is that they can

experiment with various ways of ‘painting’. Possum had a fabulous time dipping her brush

into the water and flicking it. This caused the water to splatter and reach long distances. It of

course then became a competition to see how far she could flick the water or how many

times she could get mum wet. Lol 
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Painting with water is so much fun and a great way for your child to experiment and feel 

comfortable to have a go with early writing and drawing skills. It makes for a great outdoor 

activity and you really only need water and paint brush – simple! I hope you all have a 

wonderful time with this idea. 




